
 Collingbourne Kingston Parish Council Minutes 

Minutes of the Meeting of the Parish Council, held via Teams on Tuesday 12th January 2021 at 
7.30pm 

PRESENT:  Nigel BRAYBROOK, Steve LATHAM, Richard SEMPLE (Chair), Kim LYDON-STRUTT, Ian 
BLAIR-PILLING, Tim KEIGHLEY, Philip PALMER (Clerk). 

1. WELCOME 

19:30 Councillor SEMPLE, chairing, opened the meeting. 

2. APOLOGIES 

 Christopher WILLIAMS 

3. ADJOURNMENTS  

Wiltshire Councillor Report for Collingbourne Kingston and Fittleton cum Haxton Parish Councils – 
12 JAN 2021 
Councillor BLAIR-PILLING stated that in view of the fast changing pace of all matters Coronavirus, he 
directed the Council to the Wiltshire Council website for the up to date position. He instead 
highlighted: 
Infection Rates 
In 12/2020 it was 150 in 100k population and in 1/2021 it has become 375 in 100k. In Ludgershall 
the infection rate in in the 600’s per 100k but notably in the 20-29 yr olds it is 650 and 30-45 it is mid 
400’s. Hitherto, we have been preoccupied with the risk to Seniors but the transmission risks are 
increasing in the younger age groups. 
Lockdown Rules 
See the website for up to date rules 
Wiltshire Council were in response mode and no longer recovery mode, and are redeploying to aid 
mass vaccination. 
Business Support 
If a business was registered for financial support in the first lockdown it should be automatically 
registered this time.  
Elections 

Local elections were still planned to take place in May but could be delayed.  

Vaccines 

This is the NHS area of expertise and people are advised to wait to be invited and not to respond to 
door knockers and other online scams. 

Tidworth Community Area Recovery Group 

The next meeting was to be on 19/1/2021 at 9:30. Councilor BLAIR -PILLING recommended that 
someone from CKPC be represented at this useful forum. 

Local Consultation 

There was to be an online meeting to discuss local plan changes, and CKPC should attend the 
Ludgershall/Tidworth one and the Rural one also. 

There were no questions for councilor BLAIR-PILLING and he left the meeting at this point. 

TK agreed to attend the Tidworth Community Area Recovery Group meeting 

PP to forward the email concerning it to TK 



4.  MINUTES 

 The 10TH November 2020 minutes were signed by Philip PALMER as agreed correct by the Council. 
(Clerk) 

It was noted that Councilor SEMPLE is the interim Chair by default. A new Chair would be elected at 
the annual meeting in May. 

5. DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST 

There was no disclosure of interest. 

6. PLANNING 

a. A new planning matter was received today at lunchtime. PP to circulate 

b. Village Design Statement review. NB had received documents relating to Wiltshire consultation 
meetings online on 1&2/2/2021. NB would attend one of the meetings focusing on rural villages.  RS 
reviewed it last year and found it fit for purpose. The desire was to retain the gaps between hamlets 
and preserve the variety of types of houses planned. It was agreed that all councillors would review 
the document for the next meeting.  Any revisions would then be made for endorsement at the May 
General Meeting before submission to the Wiltshire Planning Department.  

7. CHAIRMANS REPORT 

RS was made aware before Christmas that there has been poor attendance of the Tidworth Area 
Board  by village parishes. Christopher WILLIAMS urged better attendnace, the purpose being to pick 
up any major Parish issues and to share good practice. Generally all Parishes are managing the 
COVID crisis well and some have even opened up village shops to help out. NB stated that used to 
attend but there was little to report back and no traffic focus. 

It was noted that the new white paper ‘Proposals for reforming the planning system’ has the 
potential to drive a reorganisation of the planning system by the present Govt, and could amount to 
a general relaxation of the rules. Every area was to have a local plan. 

8. Traffic and Road Safety Report 

a. CATG  

RS attended the CATG meeting on 11/1/2021 from which there were a number of pertinent items. 

1. The Roundabout by St Marys Church was the 2nd highest priority at the CATG. A survey and 
report has been commissioned by Wiltshire County Council and is expected in February. The 
request for the PC contribution of £500 was on its way. The report is likely to recommend a 
raised roundabout, better bollards on a raised kerb. 

2. SIDS CATG was expecting bids for alternative sites for the SIDS, and Andy COLE awaits these 
proposed locations. The Council agreed that there was no need for additional locations and 
RS would email Andy Cole accordingly. 

3. 30mph limit extension further North from AUGHTON JNC. It was confirmed that the Council 
would not be required to implement any recommendations from the review. This would 
mitigate the risk of a potential move of the 30mph limit back to the St Marys Church 
roundabout. The Council agreed to proceed with the review and would cover 25% of the 
cost,  about £600. 

Proposed TK 

Seconded SL 

4. AoB- Hidden dip signs to the North after the national speed limit signs.  Coroners report 
were awaited in relation to accidents on the A338 just to the Northern end of the Parish. 



Gareth Rogers had confirmed that  normally 3 accidents are required on a stretch of road to 
prompt remedial action. TK pointed out the recent additional motor vehicle collision 
resulting a female fatality before Christmas, and that the Police were prepared to support 
the proposal to install hidden dip warning signs. No action was to be taken until the 
Coroner’s reports become available.  

5. Gareth ROGERS, Highway Engineer,  has been promoted and was taking over the whole 
Wiltshire traffic team but in the short term remains the Highway Engineer responsible for 
the Tidworth area.  

6. Speedwatch. TK produces a speedwatch report 2-3 times anually and would prepare the 
next one for the March CKPC meeting, using 3 years of data. TK also spoke about 
AutoSpeedwatch,  which captures every passing vehicle and its speed, and gave an example 
-in Malmesbury 95k hits of which 7k were speeding of which 230 vehicles were responsible 
due to recidivist offenders. He would produce a report of pros and cons of this capability for 
consideration at the next meeting, the cost is about £600 to instal.  It was noted that C. 
Ducis were about to start their own Speedwatch, device sharing.  

 

9. PARISH STEWARD 

Councillor Lydon Strutt was now POC for the Parish Steward as appointed at meeting of 10/11/2020, 
PP to supply contact details of previous Clerk Abby HANCOCK to her. 

b. It was concluded that the changes to Footpath 9 along side the Grange were an improvement, 
Councillor LYDON-STRUTT stated that users can cut the corner to get top the gate on the level 
avoiding the slope, and use wellington boots to navigate the flooded path, which on occasions has 
run like a stream. 

10. Clerks Report 

a. SL was to be added if not already added, and PP to be added with online access to the bank 
account.  

b. NB agreed to phone the planners and see if an application was submitted, he hasn’t seen one and 
doesn’t support the extension of the garden without one. PP to respond to Laura SMITH advising 
that further enquiry is being undertaken. 

c. See Parish Steward 

d. TK was to review and discussed earlier under Adjournments. 

e. No financial report was possible as the Clerk/RFO does not have access to the bank and has 
incomplete papers records for reference,  

f. A donation of £500 was agreed by the PC on 10/11/2020 and should be paid when possible. NB 
raised the issue of clock maintenance. RS stated that a significant amount had been paid last year for 
this, and NB stated that it was a community benefit. 

11. GDPR 

Nothing to report. SL will review the GDPR policy for the next meeting. 

12. RFO Report 

No financial report was possible due to banking arrangements not having been changed 

over allowing the Clerk/RFO access to the bank/statements. This process was being 

managed by SL who will expedite it.  



Urgent bills requiring payment could be covered by cheques, which required signature by 

NB and possibly SL but by S MATANLE was still a signatory in the short term. He however is 

in the process of a house move taking place on 21/1/2021. 

NB was willing to act as a conduit for PP to ask questions of the outgoing RFO Fran 

DICKENSON who has moved out of the County. 

The PRECEPT needed to be submitted by 18/1/2021. With no effective handover due to 

COVID-19 restrictions there was a deficiency of knowledge of the process on behalf of the 

new Clerk/RFO. PP to phone Wiltshire DC and ascertain the way forward to submit the bid 

that was agreed at the previous meeting.  

13. Items for the Courier 

RS to correct TK’s email address on the Speedwatch input. 

RS to advertise the PC Councillor vacancy. 

SL to prepare a contact spreadsheet for PC use. 
DONM 

9/3/2021 @19:30 

 

 

Meeting closed 21:20   Signed by the Chairman on behalf of the Parish Council 
 
 


